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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to a combination
switch capable of realizing switching operation in a ve-
hicle.

Background Art

[0002] Operation levers to operate a wiper, turn lamp,
and the like in a vehicle are arranged in the vicinity of a
steering wheel and realize switching operation of the wip-
er, turn lamp, and the like through a combination switch
that is interlocked with lever operation. The combination
switch outputs operation command signals according to
a switching operation of the combination switch, to drive
the wiper, turn lamp, or the like of the vehicle, and there-
fore, it is important to improve the reliability of the com-
bination switch on an operating side and the reliability of
driven devices on an operated side. In connection with
this, Japanese Patent No. 3756736 (Patent Document
1) proposes a wiper control apparatus that carries out a
process to deal with the abnormality as a wiper motor
causes abnormality.
[0003] US 5,561,416 A is related to the preamble of
claim 1, and US 6,469,642 B1 refers to a similar switch.

Summary of Invention

Technical Problem

[0004] The wiper control apparatus mentioned in Pat-
ent Document 1 stops power supply when the wiper mo-
tor causes abnormality, and once the abnormality is re-
moved, restarts power supply, thereby eliminating the
need of enlarging MOSFETs more than necessity and
reducing the size and cost of the apparatus. In addition,
it improves the reliability of the apparatus including a driv-
ing circuit and motor.
[0005] The wiper control apparatus of Patent Docu-
ment 1, however, considers nothing about abnormality
in a combination of operation command signals outputted
from the combination switch. For example, if a contact
of a switch to change a wiper operation mode catches
dust to output abnormal signals that turn on both an in-
termittent operation mode switch (INT) and a high-speed
operation mode switch (Hi), the related art is unable to
determine whether or not it is abnormal, and as a result,
raises a problem of decreasing the reliability of the switch.
[0006] In consideration of the above-mentioned prob-
lem, the present invention provides a combination switch
capable of improving reliability.

Solution to Problem

[0007] In order to solve the above-mentioned problem,
the combination switch according to a technical aspect

of the present invention has a switching unit capable of
carrying out switching operation of switches and outputs
operation command signals according to a switching op-
eration of the switching unit. The combination switch in-
cludes a storage part, a determination part, and a com-
munication part and provides the following features.
Namely, the storage part stores determination informa-
tion indicating whether combinations of operation com-
mand signals to be outputted from the switches of the
switching unit are abnormal or normal, the determination
part refers to the determination information in the storage
part, determines whether or not a combination of the op-
eration command signals is abnormal, and if an abnormal
combination of the operation command signals continues
longer than a predetermined time, adds, to the operation
command signals, abnormality annunciation information
indicating that the combination of the operation command
signals is abnormal, and the communication part trans-
mits the operation command signals added with the ab-
normality annunciation information.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0008]

[fig.1]Figure 1 is a block diagram illustrating a com-
bination switch according to an embodiment of the
present invention and a main control unit to control
various parts of a vehicle.
[fig.2]Figure 2 illustrates relationship of ON/OFF
combinations of TurnL and TurnR and determination
results of whether the combinations are normal or
abnormal.
[fig.3]Figure 3 is a timing chart illustrating the timing
of transmitting, from the combination switch to the
main control unit, abnormality annunciation informa-
tion indicating that a combination of operation com-
mand signals from an input part is abnormal.
[fig.4]Figure 4 is a flowchart generally illustrating an
operation command signal transmitting process car-
ried out by the combination switch.
[fig.5]Figure 5 is a flowchart illustrating a detecting
process of a turn lamp annunciation information il-
lustrated in Fig. 4.
[fig.6]Figure 6 illustrates information that relates
combinations of operation command signals output-
ted from a wiper switch to determination results in-
dicating whether the combinations are normal or ab-
normal.

Description of Embodiments

[0009] With reference to the drawings, a combination
switch according to a preferred embodiment of the
present invention will be explained in detail.
[0010] Figure 1 is a block diagram illustrating a com-
bination switch 10 according to an embodiment of the
present invention and a main control unit 30 to control
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various parts of a vehicle. As illustrated in Fig. 1, opera-
tion command signals outputted from the combination
switch 10 are transmitted through an LIN (Local Intercon-
nect Network) communication line L to the main control
unit 30. Based on the operation command signals, the
main control unit 30 controls a driving system of the ve-
hicle. The combination switch 10 has an input part 11, a
filtering part 12, a communication part 13, and a control
part 20.
[0011] The input part 11 is an operation unit to operate
various parts of the vehicle, for example, a body system
of the vehicle. The input part 11 serves as a switching
unit that switches, through a lever operation or the like,
a turn switch, a wiper switch, and the like. In response
to a lever operation carried out by an operator, the input
part 11 outputs operation command signals correspond-
ing to a switching operation. In the present embodiment,
the input part 11 is explained in connection with a turn
switch. The turn switch is operated and switched accord-
ing to a traveling direction of the vehicle and outputs op-
eration command signals for left and right turn lamps to
the main control unit 30.
[0012] More precisely, when the operator carries out
a lever operation to blink the left turn lamp, a switch (here-
inafter referred to as TurnL) to output an operation com-
mand signal for the left turn lamp turns on and a switch
(hereinafter referred to as TurnR) to output an operation
command signal for the right turn lamp turns off. The ON
signal of TurnL and OFF signal of TurnR are transmitted
as operation command signals to the main control unit 30.
[0013] On the other hand, if the operator carries out a
lever operation to blink the right turn lamp, OFF signal of
TurnL and ON signal of TurnR are transmitted as oper-
ation command signals to the main control unit 30.
[0014] When the operator carries out a lever operation
to go straight, OFF signal of TurnL and OFF signal of
TurnR are transmitted as operation command signals to
the main control unit 30.
[0015] The filtering part 12 is realized by a delay circuit.
The filtering part 12 serves as a temporal filtering part,
and if a predetermined time passes after a change occurs
in output command signals outputted from the input part
11, outputs the changed operation command signals.
The filtering part 12 prevents an erroneous detection of
a switching operation due to noise.
[0016] The communication part 13 transmits operation
command signals outputted from the control part 20. The
communication part 13 converts the signals outputted
from the control part 20 into signals suitable for the LIN
communication line L.
[0017] The control part 20 is realized by, for example,
a CPU and controls the processes and operations of the
respective parts of the combination switch 10. The control
part 20 carries out predetermined input/output control for
information to be inputted and outputted to and from the
respective parts of the combination switch 10 and exe-
cutes predetermined processes on the information. The
control part 20 has a storage part 21 and a determination

part 22.
[0018] The storage part 21 electrically stores informa-
tion. The storage part 21 has a ROM (not illustrated) to
store programs and the like to make the control part 20
execute various processes and a RAM (not illustrated)
that is a readable-writable memory to store various data
and keep an area for executing processes of the CPU.
The storage part 21 stores determination information
21a.
[0019] The determination information 21a is informa-
tion concerning abnormal combinations of operation
command signals to be outputted from switches of the
input part 11. More precisely, the determination informa-
tion 21a is information that relates a combination of op-
eration command signals from the input part 11 to a de-
termination result of whether or not the combination is
normal.
[0020] For example, Fig. 2 illustrates information that
relates ON/OFF combinations of TurnL and TurnR to de-
termination results of whether the combinations are nor-
mal or abnormal. As illustrated in Fig. 2, a both ON com-
bination of TurnL and TurnR is abnormal and the other
combinations, i.e., any combination with one of TurnL
and TurnR being ON and a both OFF combination of
TurnL and TurnR are normal.
[0021] The determination part 22 determines whether
or not a set of operation command signals from any
switch of the input part 11 is an abnormal combination.
The determination part 22 has a timer part 22a. The timer
part 22a has a timer function, and if an abnormal combi-
nation is detected according to the combinations of op-
eration command signals stored in the determination in-
formation 21a, starts to count time.
[0022] If the determination part 22 determines abnor-
mality according to the determination information 21a
stored in the storage part 21 and if the abnormality de-
termination continues for a predetermined time (Tb sec),
the determination part 22 adds abnormality annunciation
information indicating the abnormality to the operation
command signals and transmits the operation command
signals added with the abnormality annunciation infor-
mation through the communication part 13 to the main
control unit 30. If it is determined that the output signals
from the input part 11 are normal, the determination part
22 transmits the normal-state operation command sig-
nals to the main control unit 30. The predetermined time
(Tb sec) is properly set according to, for example, the
kind of the input part 11.
[0023] The main control unit 30 has a communication
part 31 and a main control part 32. The communication
part 31 converts signals conforming to the LIN commu-
nication line L into output signals to the main control part
32. The main control part 32 is realized by, for example,
a CPU and is electrically connected to respective parts
of the vehicle, such as the turn lamp and wiper, to control
the blinking of the turn lamp and the driving of the wiper.
[0024] If abnormality is found according to the combi-
nations of operation command signals stored in the de-
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termination information 21a, the combination switch 10
transmits abnormality annunciation information indicat-
ing that the combination switch 10 is abnormal to the
main control unit 30. Upon receiving the abnormality an-
nunciation information from the combination switch 10,
the main control unit 30 carries out a process such as
displaying the abnormality annunciation information on
a display unit.
[0025] With reference to Fig. 3, the timing of transmit-
ting abnormality annunciation information indicating that
a combination of operation command signals from the
input part 11 is abnormal from the combination switch 10
to the main control unit 30 will be explained. Figure 3 is
a timing chart illustrating the timing of transmitting abnor-
mality annunciation information indicating that a combi-
nation of operation command signals from the input part
11 is abnormal, transmitted from the combination switch
10 to the main control unit 30.
[0026] As illustrated in Fig. 3, values of operation com-
mand signals for TurnL and TurnR are filtered (Fig. 3(a))
through the filtering part 12 with a filtering time of Ta
(sec), to provide definite values (Fig. 3(b)) of the opera-
tion command signals. With this, signals from which the
influence of disturbance is eliminated are provided as
operation command signals for TurnL and TurnR.
[0027] Information transmitted to the main control unit
30 is normal if the definite values of both TurnL and TurnR
are not ON and an ON operation command signal (ACT)
or an OFF operation command signal (DACT) is trans-
mitted for each of TurnL and TurnR to the main control
unit 30 (Fig. 3(c)).
[0028] The determination part 22 determines whether
or not the operation command signals TurnL and TurnR
are normal (Fig. 3(d)) by use of the definite values of
TurnL and TurnR as their operation command signals. If
the definite values of TurnL and TurnR are both ON to
determine that the operation command signals are ab-
normal, the determination part 22 starts fault determina-
tion.
[0029] The fault determination is carried out for the pre-
determined time (Tb sec), and if the abnormality of the
output signals continues for the predetermined time, it is
determined that each of the operation command signals
TurnL and TurnR is abnormal. Abnormality annunciation
information indicating that TurnL is abnormal and abnor-
mality annunciation information indicating that TurnR is
abnormal are added to the operation command signals,
which are transmitted to the main control unit 30.
[0030] Until the time Tb passes after the start of the
fault determination, i.e., until the determination part 22
provides a determination result, one of TurnL and TurnR
that has turned on first (TurnL, according to the present
embodiment) is kept on and the other that has turned on
thereafter (TurnR, according to the present embodiment)
is kept off. This prevents the abnormal output signals
indicating that both TurnL and TurnR are ON from being
transmitted to the main control unit 30 during the fault
determination time (Tb sec).

[0031] During a period in which the abnormal combi-
nation of definite values is continuously outputted, the
abnormality annunciation information indicating the ab-
normality is added to the operation command signals,
which are continuously transmitted to the main control
unit 30. If the definite values of TurnL and TurnR turn to
a normal combination when dust at a switch contact is
removed, for example, normality annunciation informa-
tion indicating the normality is added instead of the ab-
normality annunciation information to the operation com-
mand signals, which are transmitted to the main control
unit 30 (Fig. 3(c)).
[0032] An operation command signal transmitting
process carried out by the combination switch 10 will be
explained with reference to a flowchart. Figure 4 is the
flowchart generally illustrating the transmitting process
of the operation command signal that is carried out by
the combination switch 10. Figure 5 is a flowchart illus-
trating a detecting process of a turn lamp annunciation
information as illustrated in Fig. 4.
[0033] The operation command signal transmitting
process carried out by the combination switch 10 will gen-
erally be explained with reference to Fig. 4.
[0034] When a power source is turned on, the combi-
nation switch 10 obtains operation command signals as
illustrated in Fig. 4 (step S1). The operation command
signals are outputted when an operator operates the
combination switch 10 with a lever, for example.
[0035] Thereafter, the combination switch 10 carries
out the detecting process of the turn lamp annunciation
information (step S100). Thereafter, the combination
switch 10 carries out a detecting process of an annunci-
ation information for a location corresponding to the ob-
tained operation command signals (step S200).
[0036] The combination switch 10 transmits the oper-
ation command signals added with annunciation infor-
mation to the main control unit 30 (step S2).
[0037] Thereafter, the combination switch 10 returns
to step S1 and repeats the above-mentioned steps.
[0038] With reference to Fig. 5, the turn lamp informa-
tion detecting process illustrated in Fig. 4 will be ex-
plained. As illustrated in Fig. 5, the combination switch
10 obtains definite values of the operation command sig-
nals TurnL and TurnR filtered through the filtering part
12 (step S101).
[0039] Thereafter, the determination part 22 of the
combination switch 10 determines whether or not a com-
bination of the definite values of the operation command
signals TurnL and TurnR is abnormal (step S102). This
determination is carried out by referring to the determi-
nation information 21a stored in the storage part 21.
[0040] In a case where the determination part 22 de-
termines that a set of the definite values of the operation
command signals is an abnormal combination (Yes in
step S102), it is determined whether or not the fault de-
termination time has passed (step S103). If the fault de-
termination time has passed (Yes in step S103), the com-
bination switch 10 adds abnormal annunciation informa-
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tion indicating that the operation command signal is ab-
normal to each of the operation command signals (step
S104). Thereafter, the combination switch 10 returns to
the main routine.
[0041] In a case where the determination part 22 de-
termines in step S102 that the definite values of the op-
eration command signals TurnL and TurnR do not form
an abnormal combination (No in step S102), the combi-
nation switch 10 resets the time counted by the timer part
22a (step S105) and adds normality annunciation infor-
mation indicating that the operation command signal is
normal to each of the operation command signals (step
S106). Thereafter, the combination switch 10 returns to
the main routine.
[0042] If it is determined in step S103 that the fault
determination time has not passed yet (No in step S103),
the combination switch 10 counts time (step S107).
Thereafter, the combination switch 10 adds preceding
annunciation information to the operation command sig-
nals (step S108) and returns to the main routine.
[0043] The process in step S200 illustrated in the flow-
chart of Fig. 4 is, for example, a transmitting process of
a wiper abnormality annunciation information. This proc-
ess is the same as the transmitting process of the turn
lamp abnormality annunciation information of step S100,
and therefore, explanation thereof is omitted. In the case
of the transmitting process of wiper abnormality annun-
ciation information, determination information 21b illus-
trated in Fig. 6 is stored in the storage part 21. Figure 6
illustrates information that relates combinations of oper-
ation command signals to be outputted from a wiper
switch to determination results indicating whether the
combinations are normal or abnormal. The determination
part 22 refers to the determination information 21b and
determines whether or not a given combination of oper-
ation command signals is abnormal.
[0044] A wiper switching operation is an operation to
change an intermittent operation mode switch (INT), a
low-speed operation mode switch (Lo), and a high-speed
operation mode switch (Hi) from one to another with, for
example, a lever. As illustrated in Fig. 6, operation com-
mand signals indicating that the intermittent operation
mode switch (INT) and high-speed operation mode
switch (Hi) are both ON, or operation command signals
indicating that the intermittent operation mode switch
(INT), low-speed operation mode switch (Lo), and high-
speed operation mode switch (Hi) are all ON are deter-
mined to be abnormal by the determination part 22.
[0045] It is preferable that the detecting process of an-
nunciation information 100 and 200 are carried out only
when requested by the main control unit 30.
[0046] The combination switch 10 according to the em-
bodiment of the present invention has the storage part
21 that stores the determination information 21a concern-
ing whether a combination of the operation command
signals TurnL and TurnR outputted from the input part
11 is abnormal or normal, the determination part 22 that
refers to the determination information 21a in the storage

part 21, determines whether or not a combination of the
operation command signals is abnormal, and if an ab-
normal combination of the operation command signals
continues longer than a predetermined time (Tb sec),
adds abnormality annunciation information indicating
that the combination of the operation command signals
is abnormal to the operation command signals, and the
communication part 13 that transmits the operation com-
mand signals to the main control unit 30 that is a control
source of a vehicle. If an abnormal combination of oper-
ation command signals occurs, abnormality annunciation
information is added to the operation command signals
and the operation command signals are transmitted to
the main control unit 30. Accordingly, the main control
unit 30 displays the abnormality annunciation information
on, for example, a display unit, to alarm the abnormality.
This improves the reliability of the combination switch 10.
[0047] The combination switch 10 according to the em-
bodiment of the present invention adds, if an abnormal
combination of operation command signals continues
longer than the predetermined time (Tb sec), abnormality
annunciation information indicating that the combination
of operation command signals is abnormal to the oper-
ation command signals. This improves the reliability of
determination made by the determination part 22.
[0048] The combination switch 10 according to the em-
bodiment of the present invention filters operation com-
mand signals through the filtering part 12 and provides
definite values of the operation command signals. With
the use of the operation command signals from which
the influence of noise is eliminated, the embodiment de-
termines whether or not a combination of the operation
command signals is abnormal. This improves the relia-
bility of determination made by the determination part 22.
[0049] The combination switch 10 according to the em-
bodiment of the present invention connects the commu-
nication part 13 to the LIN communication line L. Accord-
ingly, connection to the main control unit 30 is realized
by a simple configuration, i.e., a single wire system char-
acteristic to the LIN communication.
[0050] Although the combination switch 10 according
to the embodiment connects the combination switch 10
to the main control unit 30 through the LIN communication
line, this does not limit the present invention. For exam-
ple, the combination switch 10 and main control unit 30
may be connected to each other through a CAN (Con-
troller Area Network).
[0051] Although the combination switch 10 according
to the embodiment adds normality annunciation informa-
tion indicating that operation command signals are nor-
mal to the operation command signals, it is possible to
add annunciation information to operation command sig-
nals only when the operation command signals are ab-
normal. Namely, if the operation command signals are
normal, no information will be added to the operation
command signals.
[0052] Although the combination switch 10 according
to the embodiment adds abnormality annunciation infor-
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mation to operation command signals, this does not limit
the present invention. It will be sufficient if the abnormality
annunciation information is transmitted to the main con-
trol unit 30. Namely, the abnormality annunciation infor-
mation may be transmitted separately from the operation
command signals.

(United States Designation)

[0053] In connection with United States designation,
this application claims benefit of priority under 35 U.S.C.
119 to Japanese Patent Application No. 2010-249338
filed on November 8, 2010.

Claims

1. A combination switch (10) that has a switching unit
capable of carrying out switching operation of switch-
es and outputs operation command signals accord-
ing to a switching operation of the switching unit,
comprising:

a storage part (21) configured to store determi-
nation information indicating whether combina-
tions of operation command signals to be out-
putted from the switches of the switching unit
are abnormal or normal;
a determination part (22) configured to

determine whether or not a combination of
the operation command signals is abnormal
with reference to the determination informa-
tion in the storage part (21), and character-
ized in that if an abnormal combination of
the operation command signals continues
longer than a predetermined time, add ab-
normality annunciation information indicat-
ing that the combination of the operation
command signals is abnormal to the oper-
ation command signals; and
a communication part configured to transmit
the operation command signals added with
the abnormality annunciation information.

2. The combination switch (10) of claim 1, further com-
prising:

a temporal filtering part (12) configured to output
the changed operation command signals when
a predetermined time passes after the operation
command signals outputted from the switching
unit change, wherein the determination part (22)
determines whether or not a combination of the
operation command signals outputted from the
temporal filtering part is abnormal.

3. The combination switch (10) of claim 1 or 2, wherein

the communication part is connected to an LIN com-
munication line (L).

Patentansprüche

1. Kombinationsschalter (10), der eine Schaltungsein-
heit aufweist, die dazu geeignet ist, Schaltungsope-
rationen von Schaltern durchzuführen und Operati-
onsbefehlssignale, die einer Schaltungsoperation
der Schaltungseinheit entsprechen, auszugeben,
umfassend:

einen Speicherteil (21), der dazu ausgestaltet
ist, Bestimmungsinformationen zu speichern,
die nahelegen, ob Kombinationen von Operati-
onsbefehlssignalen, die von den Schaltern der
Schaltungseinheit auszugeben sind, normal
oder abnormal sind;
einen Bestimmungsteil (22), der dazu ausge-
staltet ist, zu bestimmen, ob eine Kombination
von Operationsbefehlssignalen bezüglich den
Bestimmungsinformationen in dem Speicherteil
(21) abnormal oder nicht ist, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass, falls eine abnormale Kombina-
tion von
Operationsbefehlssignalen länger als eine vor-
bestimmte Zeit andauert, Abnormalitäts-Anzei-
geinformationen, die nahelegen, dass die Kom-
bination der Operationsbefehlssignale abnor-
mal ist, zu den Operationsbefehlssignalen hin-
zugefügt werden; und
einen Kommunikationsteil, der dazu ausgestal-
tet ist, die Operationsbefehlssignale zusammen
mit den Abnormalitäts-Anzeigeinformationen zu
übertragen.

2. Kombinationsschalter (10) nach Anspruch 1, ferner
umfassend:

einen zeitlichen Filterungsteil (12), der dazu
ausgestaltet ist, die geänderten
Operationsbefehlssignale auszugeben, wenn
eine vorbestimmte Zeit verstrichen ist, nachdem
die Operationsbefehlssignale, die von der
Schaltungseinheit ausgegeben wurden, sich
geändert haben, wobei der Bestimmungsteil
(22) bestimmt, ob eine Kombination von Opera-
tionsbefehlssignalen, die von dem zeitlichen Fil-
terungsteil ausgegeben werden, abnormal sind
oder nicht.

3. Kombinationsschalter (10) nach Anspruch 1 oder 2,
wobei der Kommunikationsteil mit einer LIN Kom-
munikationsleitung (L) verbunden ist.
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Revendications

1. Commutateur multiple (10) qui a une unité de com-
mutation capable d’effectuer une opération de com-
mutation de commutateurs et délivre en sortie des
signaux de commande de fonctionnement selon une
opération de commutation de l’unité de commuta-
tion, comprenant :

une partie de stockage (21) configurée pour
stocker des informations de détermination indi-
quant si des combinaisons de signaux de com-
mande de fonctionnement devant être délivrés
en sortie depuis les commutateurs de l’unité de
commutation sont anormales ou normales ;
une partie de détermination (22) configurée pour
déterminer si une combinaison des signaux de
commande de fonctionnement est anormale ou
non en se référant aux informations de détermi-
nation dans la partie de stockage (21), et carac-
térisé par
si une combinaison anormale des signaux de
commande de fonctionnement dure plus long-
temps qu’un temps prédéterminé, l’ajout d’infor-
mations de signalisation d’anomalie indiquant
que la combinaison des signaux de commande
de fonctionnement est anormale aux signaux de
commande de fonctionnement ; et
une partie de communication configurée pour
transmettre les signaux de commande de fonc-
tionnement auxquels les informations de signa-
lisation d’anomalie ont été ajoutées.

2. Commutateur multiple (10) de la revendication 1,
comprenant en outre :

une partie de filtrage temporel (12) configurée
pour délivrer en sortie les signaux de commande
de fonctionnement modifiés lorsqu’un temps
prédéterminé s’écoule après que les signaux de
commande de fonctionnement délivrés en sortie
depuis l’unité de commutation sont modifiés,
dans lequel la partie de détermination (22) dé-
termine si une combinaison des signaux de
commande de fonctionnement délivrés en sortie
depuis la partie de filtrage temporel est anorma-
le ou non.

3. Commutateur multiple (10) de la revendication 1 ou
2, dans lequel la partie de communication est con-
nectée à une ligne de communication LIN (L).
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